The Commission is conducting the Combined Graduate level (Tier-I) Examination 2018 for approx. **25.87 lakh candidates** at **362 venues** in **132 cities** across the country between **4.6.2019** to **13.6.2019**.

On **Day-1** i.e. **4.6.2019**, the examination was held in **351 venues** in **129 cities** across the country. As against a total of **4,24,665 scheduled candidates; 1,40,386 candidates** actually appeared in the examination. The overall attendance was **33.06%**. The examination was conducted successfully without any untoward incident at all 351 venues.

On **Day-2**, i.e. **6.6.2019**, the examination was to be conducted at **339 venues** in **129 cities** across the country in which **4,00,828 scheduled candidates** were to take the examination. The exam was successfully conducted at **335 venues** out of 339 venues in which **1,33,796 candidates** actually appeared in the examination and the overall average attendance was **33.38%**. However, at **4 venues in 9 shifts** the examination was **cancelled** due to serious technical issues which could not be rectified on time. These venues and their shifts of examinations, which were cancelled, are detailed below:-

(i) **Soni Computer Centre, Patna (all 3 shifts)**  
(ii) **Skymoon IT Point Pvt. Ltd., Patna (all 3 shifts)**  
(iii) **Maa Santoshi Computers Pvt. Ltd., Patna (2\textsuperscript{nd} and 3\textsuperscript{rd} shift)**  
(iv) **Lahauri Kashi Institute of Information Technology, Varanasi (3\textsuperscript{rd} shift)**

The affected candidates will be intimated about the fresh dates of their examination by 10.06.2019.

Sd/-  
Controller of Examination  
06.06.2019